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Dedicated to Richard Meier 

I have finished the Cala house, my last work that has made me take a step forward in 

my architectural thoughts without abandoning my deepest roots. Because in this my last 

work, the Cala house, there is something, there is much of my first work, the Turégano 

house. 

And that's when I think that I owe Richard Meier a great debt. And in his honor we have 

planted a Homeric olive tree in the Cala house. The master had the generosity of visiting 

and praising my house Turégano, in a visit to Madrid more than 30 years ago. I will never 

thank him enough for what that push meant to me. 

The Turégano house, starting from a simple white cube of three floors, had as its central 

theme the intersection of two double-height spaces displaced vertically that were joined 

through the intermediate space resulting in a diagonal space that, due to the high light 

coming from a large window to the west, became visible. The spatial result is very 

beautiful. It was the materialization of the diagonal space. Externally the large windows 

were flush achieving the smoothness of an intended perfect cubicity.   

The Cala house is also based on a cube somewhat larger than the previous one. Its 

central theme is the intersection in this case of three double-height spaces that in turn 

are rotating in an upward movement. A true raumplan. A double diagonal space is 

obtained. I have described it expressively with a 2+2+2 are much more than 6. The light 

coming from the windows placed appropriately is underlining the general operation. The 

result is surprising. It is, I insist, the materialization of the raumplan. 

Externally, the openings are conceived as excavated in the wall with the greatest 

possible depth, which gives the ensemble enormous strength. In the openings that 

appear in the roofs, the sill is converted into a table and the same depth is given to lintels 

and jambs, further enhancing the wall effect. The sun and the wind and the clouds and 

the birds enter through these deep, open holes. And, framed, the western cornice of the 

city of Madrid. 

Because in this house, from the very first moment, the framed vision of a Madrid that 

offers itself to us in all its beauty has been key. The Casa de Campo in the foreground 

and the background with the western cornice of the city, from the four new towers to the 

Royal Palace. And if in each and every one of the windows that vision is framed 

differently, even more so in the deep recesses of the roofs. 

In both houses, the Turégano house and the Cala house, it is recognizable, perhaps with 

more restraint, something or much of the spirit of Richard Meier to whom now, in justice, 

I want to dedicate this my last house. I wrote a text about the master comparing him to 

Ulysses on his journey back to Ithaca to meet Penelope again. Therefore, in memory of 

the master, Richard Meier, we have planted a Homeric olive tree at the foot of this Cala 
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house. In the not too distant future, we will be able to send the olives, the fruit of this 

olive tree, to the master. 


